
Presidential Views:
Interview with James Arthur

Every other year, when a new AMS president takes office, the Notices publishes inter-
views with the outgoing and incoming presidents. What follows is an edited version
of an interview with James G. Arthur, whose two-year term as president ends on Jan-
uary 31, 2007. The interview was conducted in fall 2006 by Notices senior writer and
deputy editor Allyn Jackson. Arthur is a University Professor of Mathematics at the
University of Toronto.

An interview with president-elect James G. Glimm is scheduled to appear in the
March 2007 issue of the Notices.

Notices: What were your main activities as pres-
ident?

Arthur: One was the Einstein Lecture Series,
which we started in 2005. That year was the 100th
anniversary of Einstein’s so-called annus mirabilis,
in which he published three fundamental papers
that changed the course of twentieth century
physics. The idea is to present some aspects of
mathematics in the broadest possible sense to a
large public audience who might not realize how
encompassing mathematics is. We have been very
lucky to have people who have made it a great suc-
cess so far. Michael Atiyah gave the first Einstein
Lecture in October 2005 at the University of Ne-
braska, a brilliant talk on relations of mathematics
with fundamental physics. It was a huge success,
with eight hundred people in the audience. Much
of this we owe to the people at the University of
Nebraska. John Meakin was chair, and he and oth-
ers there did a wonderful job. Benoît Mandelbrot
spoke at San Francisco State University in May
2006. That was in a smaller room, with a capacity
of four hundred, but it was filled. He gave a re-
markable lecture. I was not familiar with his work,
so it was really a revelation for me to see the fol-
lowing that he has. After the lecture thirty or forty
people crowded around the podium and wouldn’t
let him leave for half an hour. They treated him a
bit like a mathematical rock star. The next Einstein
Lecture will be at Rutgers University in the fall of
2007, and we are very pleased to have Roger Pen-
rose give that one. The fourth one will take place
in the fall of 2008 in Vancouver.

Notices: So you were thinking a lot about the
Einstein Lectures. What else did you work on?

Arthur: Among the things that have taken time
have been activities related to the policy com-
mittees. The president serves on all five policy
committees. For the Science Policy Committee,

this has been a pretty interesting time in Wash-

ington. Sam Rankin runs the Washington office.

After some years of doing this, he has a very good

understanding of how Washington works and how

best to make the case for mathematics. There has

been a turnover at NSF [National Science Foun-

dation]: Peter March is now director of the DMS

[Division of Mathematical Sciences], and Tony

Chan now heads MPS [Directorate of Mathematical

and Physical Sciences]. These are two prominent

mathematicians whom we feel fortunate to have

serving in these positions of leadership. We are

looking forward to seeing what directions they

take over the next few years. NSF is critical for

many, though not all, of our members. It is the

agency that puts the most funding into the mathe-

matics that our members do. However, I think that

it also has larger symbolic importance.

The Bush administration came to a conclusion

earlier in the year that the teaching of mathe-

matics was of great strategic importance and

created a panel to examine it. There have been

various meetings about this. We have tried to

use it to make mathematics a part of the broader

discussion in Washington.

Notices: Were you or the AMS Committee on Ed-

ucation involved in the appointment of the panel?

Arthur: I was not, and I don’t believe the Com-

mittee on Education was. The COE has been in-

volved in other related things, for example, in the

work of a committee chaired by Richard Schaar.

This committee attempted to reach an agreement

among research mathematicians and mathemati-

cal educators about what would be an appropriate

curriculum for kindergarten through eighth grade.

They produced what seemed to many to be a very

sensible list of recommendations. This is now

getting wider discussion, and I would expect it is
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part of the deliberations of the national panel for
mathematics education.

The COE has in recent years been concerned
about K-through-12 education, although tradi-
tionally the focus was more on undergraduate and
graduate education in mathematics. Many of our
members are worried that the level of preparation
of the students they see is not what it used to be.
But I think the long-term focus of the COE really
ought to be undergraduate and graduate teaching.

Notices: Can you tell me about your work on the
Council and the Board of Trustees?

Arthur: It has been generally a great pleasure.
I chair the Council and the Executive Committee,
and I also serve on the Board of Trustees. The
Board is involved in any matter that is financial,
whereas the Council deals with all other matters
before the AMS. People don’t realize that the AMS
has a budget of something like US$23 million. In
principle, how that money is spent is at the discre-
tion of the Council and Board of Trustees, which
are elected by the 30,000 members. So the work of
the Council and the Board is very important.

One example of something that occupied a
great deal of time was the question of whether
there should be a fellows program in the AMS.
Many other professional societies have such a pro-
gram, whereby members who have achieved great
distinction are designated as fellows of the soci-
ety. For good reasons, mathematicians feel very
strongly about this, in both directions. An AMS
committee, chaired by Susan Friedlander, made an
explicit proposal for an AMS fellows program. The
proposal was discussed at the Council meeting
in San Antonio [in January 2006], and it was real-
ly quite impressive how thoughtful people were.
Whatever their views—and they were strong on
both sides—people had a very good idea of and re-
spect for the views from the opposite side. In the
end the Council decided to put the matter up for
a vote, with the pretty tough requirement that the
proposal would go forward only with a two-thirds
majority of the voting membership. This will have
been resolved by the time this interview appears
in the Notices, but as we speak today, the polls are
still open. There are no exit polls, so we don’t have
any idea how it’s going! But indications are that
there is an extremely heavy vote, perhaps much
greater than in any other election. Whichever way
it goes, I hope we will be the stronger for it. I think
discussion of matters like this is very healthy
for the AMS, and I trust that members will respect
whatever decision is eventually voted on.*

Notices: You see many aspects of the culture
of mathematicians come out in the debate over the
fellows program.

Arthur: Yes, you do. On the one hand, mathe-
matics is somewhat hierarchical, more so than in
other subject areas, perhaps because it’s easier to
assess how important mathematical discoveries

are, and so there is perhaps less dispute about
them. On the other hand, mathematicians have a
strong egalitarian streak. Both are influencing the
discussion. The discussion of the fellows program
has perhaps symbolized these sometimes contra-
dictory feelings. Notices: What challenges do you
see for the AMS?

Arthur: One challenge is attracting younger
members, who are not joining the AMS in the
numbers that they used to. The AMS has to per-
suade them somehow that it is important to their
concerns and that as mathematicians they are bet-
ter off being members of the AMS. There are many
concrete ways the AMS serves mathematicians.
What people think of less is that the AMS is also
a network of moral support for mathematicians.
It is a way of banding together to make the case
for mathematics to others, but it also serves to
amplify our own very personal feelings for the
subject. We see other mathematicians at meet-
ings, read their papers in journals, and even just
know that there are many who share the same
values we do and who are part of the same enter-
prise. Knowing that there are others in the society
you belong to who love mathematics and who are
working on many of the same concerns that you
have can be potentially a very powerful force of
encouragement for individual mathematicians.

We also have a problem of membership among
the most senior and distinguished mathemati-
cians, who do not always remain members. Per-
haps this has always been the case. I worry that
some people may not see the AMS as being rele-
vant to their mathematical interests, a view that I
think is not at all correct. We need to persuade se-
nior distinguished mathematicians to join so that
at the very least they set an example for young
mathematicians.

Notices: You have been concerned about public
awareness in mathematics. What do you see as the
AMS’s role here?

Arthur: The AMS has a Public Awareness Office,
and there are just two people in it. They do a very
good job, but the size of the operation precludes
very many major projects. They create wonder-
ful Web resources on the AMS site: Mathematical
Moments, Mathematics in the Media, and sever-
al others as well. Many people don’t know about
these things. It would be useful to try to figure out
some way to make them more visible, both to our
members and to nonmathematicians.

There is some interest now on the part of the
Clay Mathematics Institute and other institutions
of working with the AMS on the public awareness
of mathematics. One idea is to figure out a more
systematic way, perhaps a training session, for
mathematicians to learn how to talk effectively
about mathematics to the media. When we math-
ematicians talk about mathematics to a broader
audience, in particular to the media, we see our
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colleagues peering over our shoulders, and we
think anything we say is going to be criticized
for inaccuracy or grandstanding, and probably
both!

But I think this is changing. Mathematicians are
now coming to the view that any publicity within
reason for mathematics is good. Our greatest ene-
my in the past has simply been the total ignorance
of how important mathematics is. For example,
the coverage of the recent proof of the Poincaré
conjecture tended to focus on the controversy
and also on the idiosyncrasies of the individuals
involved. We shudder a bit at that, perhaps feeling
that it is not doing the subject any good. I think
that this perception is incorrect. It may be that the
human side of the subject is needed as a hook to
get the public interested.

Notices: Often it is difficult for mathematicians
to communicate the beauty and mystery of their
subject.

Arthur: Those are the things that appeal to
mathematicians, but they also potentially are of
great appeal to the public. I think the excitement
over the Poincaré conjecture and Fermat’s Last
Theorem taught us that there really is a public
appetite for deep mathematics. I think the public
is prepared to be astonished by the mystery and
the beauty of mathematics. Often when math-
ematicians try to speak to the press, there is a
disconnection between their own motivations
for their work, which are probably much closer
to what the public could identify with, and how
they express the mathematics, which tends to be
in rather formal and technical terms.

Notices: Any final thoughts?
Arthur: I sometimes worry that every new pres-

ident is going to feel an expectation that he or she
create something new, a monument, that will be
grafted onto the AMS. The motivation is of course
good, and it is certainly the way I felt. In fact, I
know that during my early days I had some pretty
harebrained schemes! At times I must have made
life difficult for John Ewing and Bob Daverman!
John is the AMS executive director, and Bob is the
AMS secretary. They are extraordinarily good at
what they do, and it is a great privilege to serve
with them. But the AMS president is first and fore-
most a public spokesperson for the AMS and, by
extension, for mathematics itself. One important
role for the AMS, as I mentioned before, is to be in
subtle ways a moral support to mathematicians.
The president of the AMS is in an ideal position to
bring this out.

I am looking forward to Jim Glimm taking over
as AMS president. He has some interesting ideas
for the future of the AMS and a great deal of en-
ergy and dedication. There have been some really
wonderful presidents in the past—I would men-
tion my predecessor, David Eisenbud, to whom
I am very grateful for helping me learn the job.

And there have been others, going back ten or
fifteen years, who, partly with the AMS staff and
partly through their own efforts, have brought the
AMS into a position now where it is an extremely
well-run organization. Just look at publications,
for example. We publish a number of journals,
including one, Journal of the AMS, which is ar-
guably the best—or the second or third best—
mathematics journal in the world. This is the work
of a democratically elected scientific society! We
also publish other journals that are important,
and they are all sold at reasonable prices. We also
have Math Reviews, an extraordinary database
used all over the world. These are things for which
the world mathematical community relies on the
AMS. I mention them to point out that the AMS
really is a remarkable organization. There is no
doubt room for improvement, but we should also
not forget that we really do have something quite
special.

I should say that I am also proud to be a mem-
ber of the Canadian mathematical community.
The Canadian Mathematical Society [CMS] works
closely with the AMS. Canadian mathematics has
really blossomed in the last thirty years. There are
also some very good mathematicians in Mexico,
and it is good to see relations developing among
three North American societies: the AMS, the CMS,
and the Mexican Mathematical Society [MMS]. The
MMS invites two or three AMS representatives to
come and speak every year at its annual meeting.
There is also going to be a joint meeting next year
between the AMS and the MMS in Mexico.

We collectively as mathematicians should be
pretty excited about what’s happening in our field.
In the past ten years there have been two extra-
ordinary mathematical breakthroughs. We have
seen a proof of Fermat’s Last Theorem, which,
even though it has a very simple statement, uses
some of the deepest mathematics ever discovered.
We now have the Poincaré and geometrization
conjectures apparently resolved, with a union of
analysis and geometry and topology that would
have been absolutely unheard of thirty years ago.
These both—with apologies to Andrew Wiles and
Grisha Perelman!—now belong to all of us. We
should not lose sight of the fact that these are
remarkable times in mathematics. The AMS is
a part of it all. It plays a major role in helping
all mathematicians—not only its members, but
mathematicians the world over—better serve their
profession.

*Added in postscript: Of members who voted
on the fellowship program, 63.2% were in favor,
a figure that falls just short of the required two-
thirds majority. Besides being very close, the vote
was substantially larger than for any election in re-
cent memory. My reading of the results is that the
question will remain with us for some time. —J.A.,
Dec. 2006.
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